
“ At my plant, in Je�erson City, MO, we have 204 employees. We make radiators and steel components
for the frameworks of our cooling systems. We were struggling with our cobot utilization. We have 
engineers on site doing programming but making �xtures was taking longer than expected, and it was 
costly. We reached out to the Flextur Team who did a great job communicating and being upfront about 
what we could accomplish together. Flextur came on site and showed how to make these systems work
in a �nancially successful way. Flextur has been a highly reliable organization and a great partner.

I recommend the Flextur Team to any company struggling
to maximize their weld productivity.”

- Chris Crowe, Plant Manager

Chris Crowe, Plant Manager, 
Modine - Je�erson City,  MO

Flextur provides tools for increasing your 
welding cell productivity. We solve complex
problems with simple solutions that work.



We provide turn-key solutions 
for our Strategic OEM Partners. 

“We �rst approached Fextur to learn more about their Contract Manufacturing capabilities. We knew
them as a weld table manufacturer and we saw potential to enhance our products with some of their
products for work�ow and LEAN manufacturing.

Flexturs ability to customize, their aggressive approach to line
up secondary suppliers, and their willingness to go out and
solve, and scramble for us was critical in allowing us to meet
our relatively short time frame for the project.

The liked the fact that Flextur is evolving, investing in their facility, equipment, common software, and 
all the things that make a good manufacturer. Including their common sense approach to manufacturing
and product �ow. They are on their game, and have been able to deliver what they said they were going to.”
 
- Todd Edge, Product Manager

Todd Edge | Product Manager 
BotX Cobot Welding Systems



“ Throughout 40 plus years in business, I have had the opportunity to work with many di�erent suppliers.  
There have been good suppliers and unfortunately, some not so good.  However, there are very few 
suppliers I would place in the category of a valued business partner.
  

Since the beginning of our relationship, 
Flextur has consistently performed at a high level.   
I appreciate their desire to operate with integrity as well as their ability to understand business 
and the many challenges that can occur.  Their growth and advanced manufacturing abilities 
has enabled us to grow our business especially in times of limited capacity.  

Working with Flextur has been nothing short of exceptional.”

- Randy Kitzmiller, General Manager

Randy Kitzmiller | General Manager 
VENTRAC by Venture Products Inc. 

We provide our Strategic Partners the best contract 
manufacturing solutions for high quality, mid volume 
steel products delivered on time. 


